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Abstract. We consider adding k shortcut edges (i.e. edges of small fixed
length δ ≥ 0) to a graph so as to minimize the weighted average shortest
path distance over all pairs of vertices. We explore several variations of
the problem and give O(1)-approximations for each. We also improve the
best known approximation ratio for metric k-median with penalties, as
many of our approximations depend upon this bound. We give a (1 +

2 (p+1)
β(p+1)−1

, β)-approximation with runtime exponential in p. If we set

β = 1 (to be exact on the number of medians), this matches the best
current k-median (without penalties) result.

1 Introduction

Multi-core processors have become popular in modern computer architectures
because they provide large gains in performance at relatively low cost. In many of
these processors the multiple cores are connected as a Network-on-Chip (NoC) as
described in [5]. While each individual core may be slower than a state-of-the-art
single-core processor, together they form a processor well-suited for largely paral-
lel applications. Moreover, NoC designs avoid tedious power and heat constraints
associated with single-core processor design. Instead, the important concern is
how to best connect these multiple cores into a single, efficient network.

NoC designs typically use mesh networks since regular topologies are easier
to manufacture. However, many pairs of nodes are far apart in mesh graphs.
Thus, it becomes necessary to add several long interconnects to decrease average
communication latency. While traditional interconnects become inhibitively slow
when too long (see [13]), radio-frequency (RF) interconnects, introduced in [8],
exhibit much better performance. Unfortunately, RF interconnects require much
more area and cannot completely replace traditional interconnects.

Despite this, Chang et. al. show how to reap the benefits of RF interconnects
without significantly increasing area. They propose in [7, 9] a hybrid architecture
which uses an underlying mesh topology (using traditional interconnects) with
an overlay of a small number of RF interconnects, each of which forms a fast
point-to-point connection between otherwise distant nodes. Yet, Chang et. al.
leave open the question of how to best place these RF interconnects given the
traffic profile (between pairs of cores) of a specific application.

We formulate this as a general network design problem which we call the
Average Shortest Path Distance Minimization (ASPDM) problem: Given a graph



with weights on pairs of nodes, find k shortcut edges (of length δ ≥ 0) whose
addition minimizes the weighted average shortest path distance over all pairs of
nodes. We give the following results, where α is the best approximation known
for metric k-Median with Penalties:

1. an α-approximation for Single-Source (one-to-all) ASPDM,
2. a 2α-approximation if all pairs have equal weight (Unweighted ASPDM),
3. a (4α, 2)-approximation (i.e. a 4α-approximation using at most 2k edges)

for general ASPDM,
4. an α-approximation if paths can use at most one shortcut (1-ASPDM), and
5. an ( e

e−1 )-approximation on the improvement in cost for 1-ASPDM.

We show all the above versions to be NP-complete. We also improve the approxi-
mation to k-median with penalties by applying local search to (1+2 p+1

β(p+1)−1 , β),
where an (α, β)-approximation implies that we achieve an α-approximation on
cost using at most βk medians. This gives us a smooth tradeoff between allowing
additional medians and reducing the cost, and if we require exactly k medians
(β = 1) it gives α = 3 + ε.

Shortcut addition is frequently used in computer networks to obtain small-
world topologies. Yet, existing techniques are either heuristic approaches [17,
20] or consider specific graphs [22, 15, 18, 21]. Other related problems are the
Buy-at-Bulk [4], Rent-or-Buy [12] and Cost-Distance [19] problems which con-
sider purchasing edges in a network. However, unlike these problems, ASPDM
places a hard limit on the number of shortcuts. Our results guarantee constant
approximations on general graphs despite this hard constraint.

2 Problem Formulation

LetG = (V,E) be an undirected graph with non-negative edge lengths `e for each
e ∈ E and non-negative weights wuv on each ordered pair of vertices u, v ∈ V .
We use duv to denote the length of the shortest uv-path for vertices u, v ∈ V .
The weighted one-to-all shortest path sum Du(G) from vertex u is defined as

Du(G) =
∑
v∈V

wuvduv.

We then define the weighted all-pairs shortest-path sum D(G) to be

D(G) =
∑
u∈V

Du(G) =
∑
u∈V

∑
v∈V

wuvduv.

Then the weighted average shortest path distance D̄(G) over all pairs of vertices
is simply D(G) divided by the sum of all the ordered pair weights. Throughout
this paper we will be interested in minimizing D̄(G), but it is easy to see that it
is equivalent to minimize D(G).

We can now formally define the Average Shortest Path Distance Minimiza-
tion via Shortcut Edge Addition problem (ASPDM) as follows:



Problem 1 (ASPDM). Given an undirected graph G = (V,E) with lengths `e
on the edges e ∈ E, weights wuv for each ordered pair of vertices u, v ∈ V , a
shortcut edge length δ ≥ 0 and an integer k, find a set F ⊆ V × V of at most k
shortcut edges of length δ such that D̄(G+ F ) is minimized.

Of course, F +G may be a multi-graph if F ∩ E 6= ∅. In some cases we can
consider directed shortcuts, but graph G must remain undirected for reasons
stated in Section 4. For simplicity of analysis we assume that δ = 0, but all our
results extend to arbitrary δ ≥ 0.

We consider several variations of ASPDM. The Single-Source ASPDM prob-
lem (SS-ASPDM) is the case where the only non-zero weights are on pairs in-
volving a designated source vertex s. Unweighted ASPDM (U-ASPDM) places
equal weight on all pairs (which may be the case for general-application NoC
designs where weights are unknown). Finally, the 1-Shortcut Edge Restricted
ASPDM (1-ASPDM) restricts that each shortest path uses at most one of the
added shortcut edges. 1-ASPDM is a suitable model for NoC design since it re-
duces the complexity of the routing tables that need to be stored in the design
and also reduces congestion along these shortcuts.

3 Preliminaries and Initial Observations

In this section, we review k-median with penalties which we use in many of
our results below. We will also analyze an algorithm for SS-ASPDM, which is a
useful subroutine for more general results.

3.1 Metric k-Median with Penalties

In k-median with penalties, we are given a set of cities and a set of potential
facility locations arranged in a metric space. Each city has a demand that needs
to be served by a facility. Each city also has a penalty cost, which we can pay to
refuse service to the city. If we choose to serve a city, we must pay the distance
between the city and its assigned facility for each unit demand. Our job is to
find a set of k facilities to open, a set of cities to be served, and an assignment
of cities to open facilities such that our total cost is minimized.

Throughout this paper, we use α to denote the ratio of the best approxi-
mation algorithm for k-median with penalties. We use this approximation as a
subroutine in many of our algorithms. Because of the inapproximability of asym-
metric k-median ([2]), our algorithms only apply to undirected graphs. However,
most of our algorithms permit directed shortcuts.

3.2 Single Source ASPDM

In this section we consider SS-ASPDM where only the weights wsv may be non-
zero for some designated source s and v ∈ V . Thus, we are simply minimizing
Ds(G). This model will become useful in analyzing the complexity of our AS-
PDM variants as well as for obtaining an approximation for U-ASPDM.



Lemma 1. For every instance of SS-ASPDM, there exists an optimal set F ∗

such that each edge e ∈ F ∗ is incident on s. Moreover, for every v ∈ V , there
exists a shortest sv-path that uses at most one edge in F ∗.

Proof. Let F ∗ be an optimal set of shortcut edges and consider e = uv ∈ F ∗.
Suppose p1 is a shortest sx-path that traverses e in the uv direction and p2 is a
shortest sy-path that traverses e in the vu direction. Then the sy-path p3 that
starts at s, follows p1 until u then follows p2 never crosses e and can be no longer
than p2 (otherwise there would exist a sx-path shorter than p1). Thus, e has an
implicit orientation such that it is only ever used in the correct direction.

Since e is only used in one direction (say, u to v), then moving u closer to s
only improves our cost. Thus, F ∗−uv+sv is at least as good a solution. We can
do this for all other edges so that F ∗ contains only edges incident on s. Notice
that now since every shortcut edge is incident on s, there is never any incentive
to use more than one shortcut in a shortest path. ut

Then we need only find k endpoints for our edges that minimize our cost if
for each vertex v we pay either its weighted distance to the nearest endpoint or
a penalty wsvdsv. This is precisely the k-median with penalties problem, thus
we have an α-approximation algorithm for SS-ASPDM.

Theorem 1. There exists a polynomial-time α-approximation algorithm ALGSS

for SS-ASPDM.

Moreover, this α-approximation holds when adding directed shortcuts (to an
undirected graph) since each edge e ∈ F ∗ is only ever used in a single orientation.

4 Complexity

Consider unweighted (i.e. all non-zero weights are equal) SS-ASPDM. We now
show that this problem is NP-Hard via reduction from the well-known Set Cover
problem (defined in [11]).

Theorem 2. Unweighted SS-ASPDM is NP-Hard. Further, for directed graphs,
unweighted SS-ASPDM is hard to approximate to better than Ω(log |V |).

Proof. Omitted. Here, we give only the construction: Given an instance of set
cover with universe U , subset collection C and integer k, let G have a vertex vx
for every x ∈ U , a vertex vS for every S ∈ C, and a vertex s. There is an edge
of length 1 from s to each vS and an edge of length 1 from vS to each vx where
x ∈ S. Notice that Ds(G) = |C|+ 2|U |. We can now solve set cover by asking if
there is a set F of k shortcut edges such that Ds(G+ F ) ≤ |C| − k + |U |. ut

Unweighted SS-ASPDM is clearly a restriction of SS-ASPDM and ASPDM. By
Lemma 1, SS-ASPDM is also a restriction of 1-ASPDM. The above reduction
works for U-ASPDM when we replace s with a sufficiently large clique (connected
by length-0 edges). Thus, we immediately get that all these problems are NP-
Hard.

Corollary 1. SS-ASPDM, U-ASPDM, 1-ASPDM, ASPDM are all NP-Hard.



5 Unweighted ASPDM

In this section, we consider U-ASPDM where all pairs have equal weight. We will
give an approximation algorithm which uses our SS-ASPDM algorithm ALGSS

as a subroutine. To do this, we must first claim that there exists a vertex x that
is sufficiently close to all other vertices.

Lemma 2. There exists an x such that when used as the source ALGSS returns
a 2α-approximation.

Proof. Let F ∗ be the optimal solution. The average value of Dv(G+F ∗) over all
v is 1

nD(G+F ∗). Thus, some vertex x must not exceed the average. Try adding
edge set F so as to minimize Dx(G+ F ). By Theorem 1, we can do this within
α of optimal using ALGSS. Since Dx(G+ F ∗) is no better than optimal,

Dx(G+ F ) ≤ α ·Dx(G+ F ∗) ≤ α · 1
n
D(G+ F ∗). (1)

We can also bound D(G+F ) in terms of Dx(G+F ). Since d is a metric, for each
u, v we have duv ≤ dux + dxv. Summing these inequalities over all pairs gives

D(G+ F ) ≤ 2nDx(G+ F ). (2)

Finally, combining Equations 1 and 2 gives the desired result

D(G+ F ) ≤ 2nDx(G+ F ) ≤ 2nαDx(G+ F ∗) ≤ 2αD(G+ F ∗).

ut

Thus, treating the all-pairs problem as a single-source problem with source
vertex x produces a 2α-approximation. However, since finding x requires knowl-
edge of F ∗, we must instead try all possible x and take the best solution. We
note that while ALGSS works with directed shortcuts, this algorithm does not
since edges may need to be used in both directions.

Theorem 3. There exists a polynomial-time 2α-approximation algorithm for
U-ASPDM.

6 General ASPDM

We now consider the most general version of the problem where each pair can
have an arbitrary weight associated with it. For this version, we offer a bicriteria
approximation algorithm that breaks the restriction that only k edges be added.

Theorem 4. There exists a polynomial-time (4α, 2)-approximation algorithm
for ASPDM. In particular, this algorithm gives at most 2k − 1 edges yielding
cost at most 4α-times the optimum k-edge cost.



Proof. Let F ∗ be the optimal set of k edges. Notice that these edges involve
j ≤ 2k endpoints. Let F̂ be a set of j − 1 ≤ 2k − 1 edges that connect these
endpoints as a star. Thus, we can travel between any two endpoints using two
shortcuts giving D(G+ F̂ ) ≤ 2D(G+ F ∗).

Since we do not know the set of endpoints used by F ∗ a priori, we try to
find a star F over 2k points that minimizes D(G + F ). We can use 2k-median
with penalties to find this approximate solution F . To do this, we duplicate each
vertex u so that the 2k-median solution can connect u to some vertices and deny
connections to others. We duplicate u a total of 2n−2 times introducing uuv and
uvu for each v 6= u, having weights wuv and wvu and penalties max{0, wuv(duv−
2δ)} and max{0, wvu(dvu−2δ)}, respectively. Since all the vertices corresponding
to u are co-located, we need only choose one representative as a potential facility
location.

For each pair u, v the 2k-median instance pays for “connecting” u and v
through these medians and never pays more than 2wuv(duv − 2δ). Adding the
cost due to traversing shortcuts between these medians shows the optimum 2k-
median solution will have cost less than 2D(G+ F̂ ). Using an α approximation
gives us a cost of:

D(G+ F ) ≤ 2αD(G+ F̂ ) ≤ 4αD(G+ F ∗).

It follows that F gives a 4α-approximation for this problem. ut

Notice that when δ = 0 we can actually improve this to a (2α, 2)-approximation
since we have D(G+F̂ ) ≤ D(G+F ∗). In this case, we can also deal with directed
shortcuts if we connect the 2k endpoints as a directed cycle (thus, using exactly
2k shortcuts).

7 1-Shortcut Edge Restricted ASPDM

We consider a restriction that each path must use at most one shortcut edge.
This allows us to provide improved approximations (in particular removing the
increase over k shortcut edges). For real NoC designs, this kind of restriction
ensures no pair monopolizes the RF interconnects and permits simplified routing.

7.1 Approximating Total Cost

We first define a metric over pairs of points V × V .

Theorem 5. If (V, d) is a metric, then so is the space (V × V, d̂) where

d̂(x1y1, x2y2) = min(d(x1, x2) + d(y2, y1), d(x1, y2) + d(x2, y1)).

Proof. Omitted. ut



Note that in this space, we can naturally assign weight wuv and penalty wvuduv
to point uv. Moreover, if we select xy as a shortcut edge, then any 1-shortcut
edge restricted shortest uv-path using xy has length d̂(uv, xy). Then adding k
shortcut edges is equivalent to picking k medians in this pairs-of-points space.
Thus, we can use k-median with penalties to obtain an α approximation.

Corollary 2. There exists a polynomial-time α-approximation algorithm for 1-
ASPDM.

This works for directed shortcuts if we instead use d̂(x1y1, x2y2) = d(x1, x2) +
d(y2, y1) which explicitly uses shortcuts in the correct direction.

7.2 Approximating cost improvement

The previous result guarantees a solution cost of at most αD(G+F ∗). However, if
D(G+F ∗) ≥ 1

αD(G), then this guarantee can exceed D(G), which even a trivial
solution could satisfy! In such cases, it is more meaningful to approximate the
optimum amount of improvement. We define ∆(G,H) = D(G) − D(H). Then
we want our solution F to satisfy

∆(G,G+ F ) ≥ 1
ζ
∆(G,G+ F ∗)

for some ζ ≥ 1. We can obtain such an approximation using linear programming.
We first give an ILP formulation for 1-ASPDM. We use binary variables

xxy, f
st
uv, g

st
uv, h

st
xy for each s, t ∈ V , uv ∈ E and shortcut edge xy whose addition

we are considering. If xxy = 1 then edge xy ∈ F . Each pair (s, t) is given one
unit of flow that needs to travel from s to t. Variable fstuv indicates the amount
of (s, t)-flow over edge uv allowed to use a shortcut edge. Similarly, gstuv indicates
the amount of (s, t)-flow over edge uv that has already used a shortcut edge.
Finally, hstxy ∈ {0, 1} indicates the amount of (s, t)-flow over shortcut edge xy.

Our ILP formulation is as follows:

minimize
∑
s,t

[
wst ·

∑
uv∈E

`uv
(
fstuv + gstuv

)]
(3)

subject to
∑
x,y

xxy = k (4)

hstxy ≤ xxy ∀s, t, x, y (5)∑
v∈Γ (s)

fstsv +
∑
y

hstsy = 1 ∀s, t (6)

∑
u∈Γ (w)

fstuw =
∑

v∈Γ (w)

fstwv +
∑
y

hstwy ∀s, t,∀w 6= s, t (7)

∑
u∈Γ (w)

gstuw +
∑
x

hstxw =
∑

v∈Γ (w)

gstwv ∀s, t,∀w 6= s, t (8)

xxy, f
st
uv, g

st
uv, h

st
xy ∈ {0, 1} ∀s, t, u, v, x, y (9)



where Γ (v) are the neighbors of vertex v in graph G. Equation (4) ensures
that exactly k edges are selected and Equation (5) ensures that we only use
selected shortcuts. Equation (6) enforces that for each pair (s, t), s adds one
unit of (s, t)-flow to the graph. Equation (7) and (8) enforce conservation of flow
at each vertex other than s, t (this also stipulates that t sink the one unit of
(s, t)-flow). Finally, Equation (9) enforces integrality.

Since solving ILPs is NP-complete in general, we relax the integrality con-
straints by replacing Equation (9) with

0 ≤ xxy, fstuv, gstuv, hstxy ≤ 1.

We can now use the solution to this LP as a guide for our edge selection process.
We build F iteratively using the values assigned to each xuv by the opti-

mal LP solution such that Pr[(uv) ∈ F ] = xuv. Arbitrarily order the edges
e1, e2, . . . , em and set x̂ei = xei for all i and F1 = ∅. In the i-th iteration, we add
ei with probability x̂ei to get Fi+1 = Fi ∪ {ei} or otherwise set Fi+1 = Fi. After
doing this, for each j > i we set

x̂ej ← x̂ej ·
k − |Fi+1|

k − |Fi| − x̂ei
.

We continue this process to get set F = Fn containing at most k shortcut edges.

Lemma 3. The above process yields a set F of at most k edges such that for each
ei, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, we have Pr [ei ∈ F ] = xei . Moreover, for any Si ⊆ {e1, e2, ..., ei−1}
we have:

Pr [ei ∈ F | Si ∩ F = ∅] ≥ xei .

Proof. Omitted. ut

We can decompose the flow and calculate expected cost to get the following:

Theorem 6. Let F ∗ be the optimal set of edges and F the set of edges generated
by the process above. Then

Ex[∆(G,G+ F )] ≥
(
e− 1
e

)
∆(G,G+ F ∗).

Proof. Fix the pair (s, t) and consider its associated flow in the LP solution. De-
compose this flow into simple paths using at most one shortcut. Let p1, p2, . . . , pα
be the paths (in order of non-decreasing length) using exactly one shortcut. Let
fi be the flow over pi and ei the shortcut edge used by pi . We can assume that
each path uses a distinct shortcut (we can reroute the flow from one path to the
other path otherwise). By LP optimality, none of these paths are longer than
dst.



Let qi be the probability that at least one of paths p1, . . . , pi exist in G+ F .
Then notice

qi = 1− Pr[none of paths p1, . . . , pi exist]
= 1− (1− Pr[p1 exists]) · · · (1− Pr[pi exists | p1, . . . , pi−1 don’t exist])
≥ 1− (1− xe1)(1− xe2) · · · (1− xei)
≥ 1− (1− f1)(1− f2) · · · (1− fi)

where the first inequality follows from Lemma 3 and the second follows from
LP-feasibility. Notice this quantity is minimized when all fjs are equal. Let
Si =

∑i
j=1 fj and note that since (s, t) has only one unit of demand we have

Sα = 1. Then since (1− x)1/x ≤ 1
e and 0 ≤ Si ≤ 1 we have

qi ≥ 1− (1− f1)(1− f2) · · · (1− fi) ≥ 1−
(

1− Si
i

)i
≥ 1− 1

eSi
≥
(

1− 1
e

)
Si.

Thus, our expected cost for the (s, t)-pair is precisely

Ex[cost] = dst − (`p2 − `p1)q1 − (`p3 − `p2)q2 − · · · − (dst − `α)qα

≤ 1
e
dst +

(
1− 1

e

)
[`p1S1 + `p2(S2 − S1) + · · ·+ `pα(Sα − Sα−1)]

=
1
e
dst +

(
1− 1

e

)
[`p1f1 + `p2f2 + · · ·+ `pαfα]

Summing this inequality over all (s, t) pairs gives us

Ex[D(G+F )] ≤
(

1− 1
e

)
LP +

(
1
e

)
D(G) ≤

(
1− 1

e

)
D(G+F ∗)+

(
1
e

)
D(G)

where LP is the cost of the LP solution. Subtituting into our definition of
∆(G,G+ F ) finishes the proof. ut

This shows we have a e
e−1 -approximation algorithm on the total amount of

improvement. While this algorithm uses randomness to select the shorcut edges,
we can easily derandomize the process using conditional expectations. In other
words, when considering ei, we calculate the conditional expected cost given
ei /∈ F and given ei ∈ F . Once this is calculated, we follow the decision that
gives us the smallest expected cost.

Corollary 3. There exists a polynomial-time e
e−1 -approximation algorithm on

the improvement in cost for 1-ASPDM.

We note that this algorithm works on directed graphs. Additionally, it works if
we restrict the possible shortcuts we can add. We also note that the LP used
can be rewritten as a much smaller convex program and may be more efficiently
solved.



8 Improved k-median with penalties approximation

We now show that for k-median with penalties, we can use βk medians, β ≥ 1,
to acheive a cost of at most 1 + 2 p+1

β(p+1)−1 times the optimum cost (using k

medians). For β = 1 this improves upon the 4-approximation for k-median with
penalties given in [10] and matches the best approximation known for standard
k-median given in [3]. This also improves upon the (1 + 5

ε , 3 + ε)-approximation
given in [16] for standard k-median. We note that standard k-median is hard to
approximate to within 1 + 2

e as shown in [14]. Our approach extends the local
search based approximation algorithm given in [3] by permitting penalties and
by creating a smooth bicriteria tradeoff when the algorithm is permitted to use
additional medians.

Let C be the set of cities, F the set of potential facility locations and c the
metric distance function. City j has demand wj and penalty cost pj . Thus, we
are searching for a set S ⊆ F of k facilities to open, a set T ⊆ C of cities to
serve and an assigment σ : T → S of cities to facilities to minimize cost

cost(S) = serv(S) + deny(S) =
∑
j∈T

wjcj,σ(j) +
∑

j∈C−T
pj .

We say city j is served by facility i if σ(j) = i. Otherwise, city j is denied service.
The neighborhood NS(i) of facility i in solution S is the set of cities served by
i. We abuse notation and write NS(A) to denote the neighborhood of a set A of
facilities. It will be convenient to refer to the cost due only to a set X of cities.
Here we use costX(S), servX(S), denyX(S) to denote the total cost, service cost
and denial cost (respectively) due to cities in X.

8.1 The Local Search Algorithm

Given a set of facilities S, we can easily calculate the best T and σ to use by
greedily choosing to either assign each city to its closest open facility or to deny
it service. Thus, we perform a local search only on the set S. Each iteration
we consider all sets A ⊆ S and B ⊆ F − S with |A| = |B| ≤ p for some fixed
parameter p ≥ 1. We choose A,B such that cost(S − A + B) is minimized and
iterate until no move yields a decrease in cost. We denote swapping the sets A
and B by 〈A,B〉.

8.2 Analysis

We now bound the locality gap of our algorithm:

Theorem 7. The local search algorithm in Section 8.1 has a locality gap of at
most 1 + 2 p+1

β(p+1)−1 .

Proof. Let (S, T, σ) be our solution using βk medians and (S∗, T ∗, σ∗) be the
optimum solution using k medians. We assume for simplicity that all weights are



multiples of some δ > 0. Replace each city j with wj
δ copies each with weight δ

and penalty pjδ
wj

. S and S∗ treat all copies of j as they did j. Clearly, it is enough
to analyze this unweighted case.

For a subset A ⊆ S, we will say A captures o ∈ S∗ if A serves at least half
the cities served by both o in the optimum solution and by some facility in our
solution. We then define capture(A) to be the set of optimum facilities that A
captures. Thus,

capture(A) = {o ∈ S∗ : |NS(A) ∩NS∗(o)| ≥ 1
2
|NS∗(o) ∩ T |}.

A facility s ∈ S is bad if |capture(s)| 6= ∅ and is good otherwise. Note that if
A,B ⊆ S are disjoint then so are capture(A) and capture(B).

Suppose S has r − 1 bad facilities. Partition S into A1, . . . , Ar and S∗ into
B1, . . . , Br such that for all i ≤ r− 1 we have |Ai| = |Bi|, Bi = capture(Ai) and
Ai contains exactly one bad facility. We can build this partition by adding a bad
facility to each Ai then adding good facilities until |Ai| = |capture(Ai)|. Since
each o ∈ S∗ is captured by at most one facility and capture(A1) ∩ capture(S −
A1) = ∅, we never run out of good facilities.

In fact, we only care about the Ai with |Ai| ≤ p (excluding Ar). Without
loss of generality, we assume these to be sets A1, . . . , Ab. Let x =

∑b
i=1 |Ai| =∑b

i=1 |Bi| and note that x ≥ b since each Ai is non-empty. Then there are at
most k−x ≤ k− b optimum facilities total among sets Bb+1, . . . , Br−1. Since all
these sets have cardinality greater than p and there is one bad facility per Ai,
we can upper bound the number of bad facilities by b+ k−b

p+1 = k+pb
p+1 .

We let G be the good facilities in Ab+1, . . . , Ar and a = |G|. Then since we
have βk medians total, we have

a ≥ βk − k + pb

p+ 1
=
βkp+ βk − k − pb

p+ 1
(10)

For each i such that |Ai| ≤ p, we consider the swap 〈Ai, Bi〉. We will refer
to these swaps as set swaps. We also consider all possible single-facility swaps
between optimum facilities in Bi and facilities in G. We will call these swaps bad
singleton swaps. Lastly, we consider all possible single-facility swaps between the
remainder of optimum facilities and facilities in G. We will call these swaps good
singleton swaps. By local optimality, each swap (either set or singleton) 〈X,Y 〉
satisfies

cost(S −X + Y )− cost(S) ≥ 0. (11)

For each facility o ∈ S∗, partition NS∗(o) into parts pX = NS∗(o) ∩ NS(X)
for each considered swap 〈X,Y 〉 above and pdeny = NS∗(o) − T . We let π :
NS∗(o) → NS∗(o) be a bijection such that pdeny = π(pdeny) and for each part
p 6= pdeny having |p| < 1

2 |NS∗(o) ∩ T | we have p ∩ π(p) = ∅. It is easy to check
that such a bijection exists.

Now let 〈X,Y 〉 be a set or singleton swap considered above. When we make
this swap, we can make sure to assign NS∗(Y ) to Y , but we also need to reassign



any other cities served by X. If S∗ denies any of these cities, we will also deny
them service. Otherwise, we can reassign j to the facility serving π(j). Thus, we
can bound our change in cost above by:

0 ≤ cost(S −X + Y )− cost(S) ≤∑
j∈NS∗ (Y )∩T

[
cj,σ∗(j) − cj,σ(j)

]
+∑

j∈NS∗ (Y )−T
[
cj,σ∗(j) − pj

]
+∑

j∈(NS(X)−NS∗ (Y ))∩T∗
[
cj,σ∗(j) + cσ∗(j),π(j) + cπ(j),σ(π(j)) − cj,σ(j)

]
+∑

j∈(NS(X)−NS∗ (Y ))−T∗
[
pj − cj,σ(j)

]
.

(12)

Consider the inequalities corresponding to Equation 12 for each swap consid-
ered. We mutiply the inequalities for set, bad singleton and good singleton swaps
by γ = p+1

β(p+1)−1 , 1−γ
a and 1

a (respectively) then sum the resulting inequalities.
Notice that each o ∈ Bi is involved in swaps of total weight one. Thus the first
two terms of Equation 12 sum to serv(S∗)− costT∗(S).

Each bad facility s is involved with a set swap of weight γ or is never swapped.
Each good facility s is involved in x bad singleton swaps and k−x good singleton
swaps for a total weight of

x

(
1− γ
a

)
+
k − x
a

=
1
a

(
k − x p+ 1

β(p+ 1)− 1

)
≤ 1
a

(
k − b p+ 1

β(p+ 1)− 1

)
≤ γ

Thus, any j ∈ T ∩ T ∗ is considered in a weighted total of at most γ swaps.
Since

[
cj,σ∗(j) + cσ∗(j),π(j) + cπ(j),σ(π(j)) − cj,σ(j)

]
≥ 0 by triangle inequality and[

pj − cj,σ(j)

]
≥ 0 we can assume that each j appears exactly γ times (this only

increases the right-hand side of Equation 12). Then the third and fourth terms
of Equation 12 sum to at most γ (2servT (S∗) + denyT (S∗)− servT−T∗(S)).

Thus summing Equation 12 over all swaps and rearranging gives

serv(S∗) + 2γservT (S∗) + γdenyT (S∗) ≥ costT∗(S) + γservT−T∗(S). (13)

Since denyT−T∗(S) = 0 as S does not deny service to any member of T , the right-
hand side exceeds cost(S). Since cost(S∗) = serv(S∗) + deny(S∗) the left-hand
side is no greater than (1 + 2γ)cost(S∗). Thus, we have

cost(S) ≤
(

1 + 2
p+ 1

β(p+ 1)− 1

)
cost(S∗).

ut

9 Experiments and Future Work

We have run some experiments comparing the result of our local search-based
approximation for 1-ASPDM against the heuristics described in [6] and obtained
a 4-5% improvement in both latency and power. We are conducting further ex-
periments to determine whether local search is producing optimum results in



practice, and whether a more complex model might lead to even more improve-
ment.

From a theoretical standpoint, we have given constant factor approximations
for all versions of ASPDM except the most general one. Whether the general
ASPDM problem has a (single criterion) constant approximation remains an
open problem. The problem is related to a series of works in the theory of
network design literature (for example Rent-or-Buy problems) in much the same
way that k-median relates to facility location (instead of summing two types of
cost, we have a hard constraint on one type and seek to minimize the other).
If we permit restrictions on the set of available shortcuts, then approximation
hardness results follow from the work of Andrews [1] but we are not aware of
any such results for the case where any pair of nodes can be connected via a
shortcut edge.
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